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The 9 right over here, this is in the hundreds place. You're already familiar with the ones place, which remains
on the far right of the number; in this case, you have two 1s. The slot on the right represents ones â€” the same
numbers you started counting with â€” and the zero in that slot tells you that you don't have any extra 1s. This
is telling us the number of tenths we're going to have. This is zero tenths, so it's really not adding much, or it's
not adding anything. You have zero tens, but I'll write the tens place there just so you see it. So let's just think
about each of the place values here. The next column to the left is called the hundreds column, and there's a 3
there, so you have three s. Expanded form decimals Video transcript Let's say I have the number  The number
in the ones slot keeps increasing until it hits 9; then the tens value goes up, and the ones value resets to zero.
And you might say hey, how do I know whether I should multiply or add first? When you have a decimal
point, the slot just to the right of the decimal is the tenths slot, the slot to the right of that is the hundredths slot
and so on. Now we go to the hundredths place. So we don't have to really worry about that. This 5 is in the
ones place. The next slot to the right is the tens place, and there's a 9 in it. Notice this is coming from the
hundreds place. Should I do this addition before I do this multiplication? In this scenario, you would do your
multiplication before you do your addition. References Purple Math: Place Value: Concepts About the Author
Lisa studied mathematics at the University of Alaska, Anchorage, and spent several years tutoring high school
and university students through scary -- but fun! This 0 is in the tenths place. So it's zero tens, so I didn't even
bother to write that down. You have another 0. The Hundreds Place You can decompose any number at all,
even large ones. So far, we've represented , plus 5 or 9 times plus 5 times 1. And I'll always remind you, order
of operations. Consider the number  It literally represents five ones, or you could just say it represents 5.
Another Example of Expanded Form Let's write another number in expanded form.


